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Any solid energy procurement is based on the re-
sults of a high quality forecasting of annual con-
sumptions. These forecasts heavily rely on his-
torical values, which are exchanged between the 
market participants. The underlying communica-
tion processes are fully automated and use stand-
ard formats. However, errors are unavoidable due 
to the manual processing of reference and trans-
action data. Hence, implausible data is processed, 
often going unnoticed.

It shows, that the measured consumptions per me-
ter point can differ heavily from to the correspond-
ing forecasts. In such cases, not the majority of the 
captured data points is implausible but only 15 to 
20 % of the forecasted data is responsible for 80 % 
of the discrepancy in all data sets.

As an economical result of such differences, costs 
for manual corrections, liquidity-related disadvan-
tages and costs for the compensation of the under- 
or oversupply of energy have to be considered.
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the portfolio
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Price for balancing energy
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improved forecast quality 
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To avoid these effects, an intelligent structure anal-
ysis can be used to remedy erroneous forecasts. 
Further, huge sets of data have to be interpreted by 
an energy data analysis including AI-algorithms like 
pattern detection.

By processing and comparing market communica-
tion data with reference and transaction data and 
the respective determined consumption, potential 
sources of error can be identified and corrected 
accordingly.

This data analysis focusses on identifying system-
atic errors in the data pre-processing. Only if these 
errors can be remedied, energy providers and grid 
operators can ensure a sustainable success.
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alarm-clock A few minutes only
Daily effort for the analysis and 
forecasting process by ifesca.AIVA



A competent, reliable and well attuned team with 
a solid scientific background forms the basis of 
ifesca.AIVA. During their former cooperation at 
an institute for applied science in the energy in-
dustry the founders of ifesca obtained in-depth 
experience in development and sales of software 
solutions for the energy market. Their compe-
tences in the fields of forecasting, energy man-
agement and the optimisation accordingly, are 
the key for the successful development of ifesca.
AIVA. The company based in Ilmenau, Germany 
benefits from the symbiosis of data science, elec-
trical engineering and IT sciences. This unique 
conjunction of scientific competence, innovation 
and personal commitment defines the core val-
ues of ifesca.

Scientific expertise

ifesca is 
an innovative pioneer.

ifesca makes
companies sustainable.

ifesca unites 
precision with comfort.



ifesca.AIVA can be applied any time huge amounts of data 
need to be analysed, processed and visualised – regardless of 
the industry sector.

When data is fed to ifesca.AIVA, it automatically initiates the 
data analysis and determines the optimal configuration for 
the forecast model.

ifesca.aiva DeteRMines the Best fORecasting cOnfigUaRatiOn 
fOR each Use case

To measure the quality of the forecast and to determine appro-
priate corrective steps, all results of the forecast are constantly 
monitored.

ifesca.aiva MOnitORs the eXecUtiOn Of aLL fORecasts

Due to its state-of-the-art interfaces and modular architecture  
ifesca.AIVA can easily be integrated in any IT environment. There-
by, ifesca.AIVA can be operated as a black-box-system in the 
background or as the leading data managing forecasting system.

ifesca.aiva integRates easiLY

ifesca.aiva is aDaPtaBLe anD can Be aPPLieD in seveRaL cases

Recurring manual processes are detected by ifesca.AIVA and 
can be automated.

ifesca.aiva aDePts BaseD On UseRs entRies

In case of an altered data basis, e. g. caused by a changed con-
sumption pattern, ifesca.AIVA is capable of adjusting the fore-
cast configurations automatically.

ifesca.aiva aUtOMaticaLLY aDaPts the fORecast as the neeD aRises

Forecasting systems of tomorrow
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